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Get up to speed on the latest features and enhancements to InDesign CS5 As the industry standard
in professional layout and design, InDesign delivers powerful publishing solutions for magazine,
newspaper, and other publishing fields. This introductory book is an easy-to-understand reference
for anyone migrating from another software application or those with little-to-no desktop publishing
experience. Youâ€™ll explore InDesign basics and examine the enhancements to InDesign CS5,
while you also discover how pages work, build templates, create frames and shapes, manage
styles, and much more. InDesign is proving to be an increasingly popular layout and design
application; InDesign CS5 includes new functionality and enhanced tools Teaches all the basics for
first-time users, including how to open and save your work, arrange objects, work with color, edit
text, manage styles, finesse character details, add special type, import and size graphics, set paths,
work with tabs, create indices, and more Demonstrates how to calibrate colors, export PDF files,
fine-tune paragraph details, create frames and shapes, manipulate objects, and work with
automated text InDesign CS5 For Dummies offers a straightforward but fun approach to
discovering how to get the most from your desktop publishing experience when using InDesign.
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I purchased this book in order to get up to speed on book publishing with InDesign. I had never
used InDesign before, so I assumed (incorrectly) that this would be the best tutorial for those
purposes. Unfortunately, the scope of the book is so vast that it fails to cover the basics of

book-publishing with InDesign--for example, nowhere can you find a discussion of how to set up a
header or footer or running head/foot...not even in the index. I was able to lay out the book I'm
working on primarily via Pete Masterson's Book Design and Production and via a handful of
InDesign sites and videos. Consulting this book, though, on basic questions proved to be an
exercise in frustration.

The instruction is OK and is probably as good as it could be, but with a program as complicated as
ID, I'm better off watching video instruction, which is readlily available online. Go to Google, type in
ID and what you need to learn and multiple videos come up.

I first referred to this manual for the details on text autoflow, during an attempt at layout.During my
call with technical support I learned the text was flat WRONG.Believe me, help like this... you don't
need. And what irks me; this is not a new feature! They've had 5 versions to correct it and get it
right!Now that the Adobe manuals are out, stick with them; and Quality!Mark

Needed this for a new job. The company supplied the entire package for Adobe CS5, but I really
use InDesign and Photoshop most of the time. I had purchased the Photoshop Dummies book
because help was useless. The Photoshop book is much easier to understand. Just look up what
you need to do, follow the directions and it's done.With InDesign I was having problems with page
numbering. There were at least 6 different places listed in the back index. The frustration set in
when I tried to do what the book stated and the program told me it had already been done! I went
back and forth with different suggestions in the book. Nothing worked. Finally went online for
InDesign for Dummies and got the answer, which was not in any area of the book I found.Other
items I've looked up have been much easier explained, but the problem noted above was
annoying.Would I buy a Dummies guide again? Yes, for the most part they are very helpful

Thorough, for those familiar with it. Not for beginners, by any means. Written like a math text for
undergrads: definitions, by-ways, and complications first. Examples later. Those who learn by
deducing procedure from observing practical examples will find it uncomfortable or inefficient. Index
misses some important initial recurring problems, although the text does mention them.

Tips and instructions to help climb the steep learning curve that is InDesign. Good layout and easy
to find topics. And of course, a bonus is the ever present humor of books for "Dummies". I can

recommend this book.

As I have found in the past, this "Dummies" book is wonderful and very explanatory. For those who
know nothing about InDesign or for those with some knowledge who want to learn more quickly, this
is the way to do it!

Excellent desktop reference book for those interested in Adobe's InDesign software. I would advise
beginners to purchase Gruman's companion InDesign CS5 for Dummies to grasp a better
understanding, especially if one has never worked with the software before or is unfamiliar with
design. I have Adobe CS4 and found the InDesign software to be somewhat more difficult to get
used to.
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